Meshless collocation methods based on radial basis functions lead to structured linear systems which, for equispaced grid points, have almost a multilevel Toeplitz structure. In particular, if we consider partial differential equations (PDEs) in two dimensions then we find almost (up to a "low-rank" correction given by the boundary conditions) two-level Toeplitz matrices, i.e., block Toeplitz with Toeplitz blocks structures, where both the number of blocks and the block-size grow with the number of collocation points. In [D. Bini, A. De Rossi, B. Gabutti, Linear Algebra Appl., 428 (2008), 508-519] upper bounds for the condition numbers of the Toeplitz matrices approximating a one-dimensional model problem were proved. Here we refine the one-dimensional results, by explaining some numerics reported in the previous paper, and we show a preliminary analysis concerning conditioning, extremal spectral behavior, and global spectral results in the two-dimensional case for the structured part. By exploiting recent tools in the literature, a global distribution theorem in the sense of Weyl is proved also for the complete matrix-sequence, where the low-rank correction due to the boundary conditions is taken into consideration. The provided spectral analysis is then applied to design effective preconditioning techniques in order to overcome the ill-conditioning of the matrices. A wide numerical experimentation, both in the one and two-dimensional case, confirms our analysis and the robustness of the proposed preconditioners.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to provide a spectral analysis and effective preconditioners for the linear systems arising from radial basis function (RBF) approximations [21, 46] of partial differential equations (PDEs). The attention for radial basis functions started in the 80's in two specific directions: the fast and accurate solution of interpolation problems and the high order approximation of PDEs by employing collocation techniques. For references on analytical/approximation results see e.g. [5, 18, 21, 46] , while fast and effective evaluation algorithms for RBFs can be found in [3, 31] . Informally, a radial function φ(x) : R n → R is a function of the Euclidean norm ||x|| of x, i.e., φ(x) = η(||x||), for η(t) : R → R. Examples of special applicative interest are functions of the following form √ t 2 + c 2 multiquadric (MQ), 1/ √ t 2 + c 2 inverse multiquadric (IMQ),
Gaussian.
(
In this context c is the shape parameter, whose value plays a role in modeling problems with various specific features. At least numerically, it is evident that the precision of the approximation procedures based on RBFs is very high. In fact, if h denotes the maximal step size, then the approximation error behaves like O(λ c/h ) for the MQ based scheme and like O(λ √ c/h ), when IMQ and Gaussian RBFs are considered. Here λ is a positive parameter, strictly less than one, and independent of h. The price that has to be paid concerns the increasing ill-conditioning of the related linear systems in which a growth of the order of e θc/h is observed at least for large values of c/h, with θ being a positive constant independent of the finesse parameter h and also of the shape parameter c. For simplicity, we consider a Cartesian n× n grid with n 2 internal points, but the generalization to a generic n 1 × n 2 grid with n 1 = n 2 is possible. Hence the real collocation matrix is the sum of a quadrantally symmetric two-level Toeplitz matrix of size n 2 and a matrix of rank 2n, which collects the boundary conditions. We are interested in fast solution methods, in the spectral behavior of the resulting matrices, and especially in the extremal behavior (conditioning) and in the global distribution results. For the latter we need to think not to a single linear system but to a sequence of linear systems of increasing dimensions, where the dimension n 2 is related to a finesse parameter, as usually occurs in the approximation of PDEs. Such kind of spectral knowledge is then employed for suggesting appropriate O(n 2 log n) preconditioners for Krylov methods. We should mention a first important step in understanding the spectral behavior of the considered matrices was done in [9] , where the remarkable link with Toeplitz sequences generated by a symbol was exploited. Related results concerning the analysis of spectral properties of Toeplitz matrices encountered in the interpolation with radial functions and the design of preconditioners can be found in [1, 2] .
More in detail, concerning the one-dimensional setting, we give a more precise analysis than in [9] , by showing that for some choices of RBF, e.g. IMQ e Gaussian, and for some values of the parameter c/h, the conditioning is not exponential, but grows mildly as n 2 . A preliminary study concerning the spectral features of such matrices is concisely carried out in [12] . Here the spectral analysis is extended from the Toeplitz component to the whole matrix-sequence by including the boundary conditions term and some insights on the multidimensional setting are given. The spectral analysis represents a precious guide for the design and/or the choice of efficient preconditioning strategies. Therefore we propose some effective preconditioning strategies depending on the estimated condition number of the associated Toeplitz matrix. As a conclusion, we report a wide numerical experimentation for validating our analysis and our preconditioning strategy.
Finally, we remark that, although our analysis is performed only for equally spaced grid, it is our opinion that this is a first step to obtain results for quite general grids, represented by some "sufficiently regular" function of the equispaced grid. We recall that for scattered grids {x i } for which there exists a function β(t) smooth enough, such that x i = β(ih), i = 0, 1, . . . , n+1 where β(0) = 0, β(1) = 1, the asymptotic spectral properties of the finite difference discretization of differential operators are preserved to a certain extent even though their Toeplitz structure is lost (see [38] for more details). We believe that the techniques introduced in this paper may be combined with the approach of [38] to obtain more general results (see also [40] ): indeed, for large dimensions the meshfree case could behave in practice as the sufficiently regular case (see the last numerical experiments in [32] ).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the main tools used to prove our result, more specifically, general spectral properties of Toeplitz matrix-sequences generated by a symbol. In Section 3 we state in some detail the one-dimensional and two-dimensional problems, respectively, by emphasizing the linear algebra viewpoint and by reporting the known results. In Section 4 we analyze both the one-level and the two-level case giving a rigorous explanation of some numerics reported in [9] and we study the problem from the point of view of extremal spectral values (conditioning). In Section 5 we study the global spectral distribution of the complete matrix-sequence where also the boundary conditions are considered. Section 6 is devoted to the analysis of preconditioning techniques and to report the results of some numerical experiments, which confirm the effectiveness of the proposed choices. Finally Section 7 deals with conclusions and future work.
Toeplitz matrices
We start by recalling the main results concerning the spectral properties of Toeplitz matrices used to prove the asymptotic bounds. We give a compact definition of Toeplitz matrixsequences generated by a given d-variate Lebesgue integrable symbol. Let s be a Lebesgue integrable function defined on Q d , Q = (0, 1), d positive integer, and taking values in C. Then, for d-indices r = (r 1 , . . . , r d ), j = (j 1 , . . . , j d ), n = (n 1 , . . . , n d ), e = (1, . . . , 1), 0 = (0, . . . , 0), the Toeplitz matrix T n (s) of sizen ×n,n = n 1 · n 2 · · · n d , is defined as T n (s) = [c r−j ]
n−e r,j=0 , where c k are the Fourier coefficients of s defined by equation
for integers
is real valued then c −k is the conjugate of c k so that T n is Hermitian; if, in addition, s(x) is even around 1/2 with respect to every variable (i.e. s(e/2 + y) = s(e/2 + z), y ∈ (0, 1/2] d , |z j | = y j , j = 1, . . . , d), then T n is globally real symmetric and symmetric also at every level.
Extremal spectral properties
The symbol (if well defined) associated with a given Toeplitz matrix-sequence is essential for understanding in depth the spectral features, and the conditioning in the nonnegative case, of the sequence. We recall the following properties (see also [11] and references therein). Theorem 1. [33, 10] If s(x) ≥ 0 almost everywhere and not identically constant over Q d , d positive integer, then T n is positive definite for any n and its eigenvalues belong to (inf s(x), sup s(x)), where inf and sup are intended up to zero Lebesgue measure sets. Moreover, λ (n) min is a decreasing sequence converging to inf s(x), and λ (n) max is an increasing sequence converging to sup s(x), where λ (n) min and λ (n) max are the minimal and the maximal eigenvalues of T n , respectively. Furthermore, if s(x) is locally twice differentiable around its infimum points with positive second derivative in at least one of them, then λ
i , with c positive constant independent of n. Analogously, if s(x) is locally twice differentiable around its supremum points with negative second derivative in at least one of them, then
min is an increasing sequence converging to sup s(x)/ inf s(x).
Distribution spectral properties
Concerning the case of matrix-sequences an important notion is that of spectral distribution in the eigenvalue or singular value sense, linking the collective behavior of the eigenvalues or singular values of all the matrices in the sequence to a given function (or to a measure). The notion goes back to Weyl and has been investigated by many authors in the Toeplitz and Locally Toeplitz context (see the book by Böttcher and Silbermann [11] where many classical results by the authors, Szegö, Avram, Parter, Widom, Tyrtyshnikov, and many others can be found, and more recent results in [23, 40, 45, 43] ). A noteworthy application of the considered spectral distribution theory concerns finer estimates of the convergence rate of Krylov methods (see [4] ). Here we report the definition of spectral distribution only in the eigenvalue sense, since our analysis is devoted to eigenvalues. The case of singular values represents a plain variation on the theme. For any function F defined on C and for any complex valued m × m matrix A, the symbol Σ λ (F, A) stands for the mean Σ λ (F, A) := . Here G will be often equal to Q d , Q = (0, 1), so that e i2πG = T d with T denoting the complex unit circle. A matrix sequence {A k } is said to be distributed (in the sense of the eigenvalues) as the pair (θ, G), or to have the distribution function θ, which is denoted by {A k } ∼ λ (θ, G), if, ∀F ∈ C 0 (C), the following limit relation holds
Finally we say that two sequences {A k } and {B k } are equally distributed in the sense of eigenvalues if, ∀F ∈ C 0 (C), we have
For multilevel Toeplitz sequences {T n (s)} generated by an integrable d variate symbol s the eigenvalues are not explicitly known, but we know the distribution in the sense of Definition 2 at least when s is real valued implying that every T n (s) is Hermitian; see [43] . More precisely we have
Approximating class of sequences
In Subsection 2.2 we already reported the definition of spectral distribution. Here we are interested in operative results and especially in tools for deducing the spectral distribution of a difficult matrix-sequence under perturbations or when approximated by more elementary matrix-sequences. We will employ these results for finding the spectral distribution of the complete collocation matrix-sequence, Toeplitz plus the low-rank correction due to the boundary conditions, starting from its Toeplitz counterpart. We introduce the notion of approximating class of sequences (a.c.s.) and then we give a theorem for dealing with this concept (see [36, 23, 37] ).
Definition 3.
[36] Suppose a sequence of matrices {A k } of increasing size d k is given. We say that {{B k,m } : m ∈ N + }, B k,m of size d k , is an approximating class of sequences (a.c.s.) for {A k } if, for all sufficiently large m ∈ N, the following splitting can be written
where · is the spectral norm (maximal singular value), k m , c(m) and ω(m) depend only on m and, moreover,
We assume
where C, C are positive constants. Moreover, let
being the trace norm, i.e., Schatten 1 norm or equivalently the l 1 norm of the vector of singular values; see [6] ). Then θ is real valued and
It is worth mentioning that if the perturbation is also Hermitian then the result in (10) is valid without any norm assumption in (9) (see [42, 36] ).
The Poisson problem with radial basis functions
This section is devoted to present the structure of the matrices coming from the onedimensional and two-dimensional radial function approximated Poisson problem. Regarding the one-dimensional setting, we also report the estimates of the conditioning derived in [9] .
The one-dimensional case
In [9] the authors provided explicit asymptotic estimates, as function of c/h, c being the shape parameter, h being the step size, to the condition number µ(T n ) of the Toeplitz matrix T n related to the approximated one-dimensional model problem
with the collocation technique over a grid of equally spaced points and based on the MQ, IMQ, and Gaussian radial functions, respectively. For n positive integer, let x 0 = 0 < x 1 < · · · < x n < x n+1 = 1 and define φ(x) = η(|x|) where η(t) is any function in the class (1). We are looking for an approximation to the solution u(x) of (11) in the vector space spanned by the functions
,n the submatrix of A n+2 obtained by removing its first and last row and column. In the case where the set x i = ih, i = 0, . . . , n + 1, for h = 1/(n + 1), forms a grid of equally spaced points in the interval Q the matrix T n = (φ ′′ ((i − j)h)) is a symmetric Toeplitz matrix, i.e., its entries are function of i − j. Moreover A n+2 is a rank-2 correction to a symmetric Toeplitz matrix.
Let us define g = c/h. A direct inspection shows that the Toeplitz matrix T n is associated with the continuous symbol
which, up to a multiplicative term dependent on h, is formally defined by the sequence {c k } with
for the MQ,
for the Gaussian.
According to [9] , there exists a function ρ(g) of g such that for any n we observe µ(T n ) < ρ(g), where equality is reached only for n → ∞. Furthermore, an interesting asymptotical estimate γ(g) of ρ(g), for g → ∞, was proved:
Here φ(x) ≈ ψ(x) if lim x→∞ φ(x)/ψ(x) = 1, while φ(x) ∼ ψ(x) means asymptotical equivalence that is the existence of two positive constants r and R independent of x, such that rφ(x) ≤ ψ(x) ≤ Rφ(x) for every x large enough. The proof of these bounds is based on classical spectral properties of Toeplitz matrices and on some tools of the theory of special functions like the modified Bessel functions of the first kind of order 0 and 1. The key step relies in the explicit expression of the symbol associated with the matrix T n , so that the well-known asymptotic spectral properties of symmetric Toeplitz matrices are used for giving an upper-bound to the condition number of T n .
From the numerical experiments performed in [9] , the above asymptotic bounds are very strict even for small values of g when ρ(g) is small, while the quantity ρ(g) becomes an extremely pessimistic upper-bound when ρ(g) is moderate (say e.g. g = 3, 4). For larger values of g the picture changes again since the conditioning becomes exponential in g, but almost independent of n. Moreover there does not seem to be a large difference between the condition number of T n and of A n . However in [9] , an important question was not answered: in which cases the quantity ρ(g) is a good approximation (and not only a mere upperbound) of the condition number µ(T n )? In which case, if not numerically, ρ(g) captures at least the asymptotic order of the conditioning? A rigorous explanation of some of these phenomena is given in Section 4 which extends the preliminary analysis in [12] .
The two-dimensional case
In our setting, we consider the Poisson equation
for (x, y) ∈ ∂Ω.
We endow the square Ω with a grid of knots z i,j = (x i , y j ) = (hi, hj), i, j = 0, . . . , n + 1, h = 1/(n + 1), and, by imposing the collocation conditions
one arrives at a system of linear equations where the structured part of the matrix is a two-level Toeplitz matrix defined (in the Szegö sense [25] ) by the symbol
It is important to point out that the collocation matrix is the sum of a symmetric two-level Toeplitz matrix (block Toeplitz with Toeplitz blocks) with coefficients c i,j and a matrix of rank 2n which collects the boundary conditions.
The values of the coefficients c i,j are determined by the radial function φ(x, y) used to approximate the solution. In particular, setting g = c/h we find
for the IMQ,
for the Gaussian, up to a multiplicative term dependent of h. Unlike in the one-dimensional case, the symbol s(x, y) is not defined for the MQ: in fact, the series (15) is not convergent for x = 0 or y = 0. It can be easily verified that the series associated with the IMQ and the Gaussian functions are convergent so that the Toeplitz matrix machinery can be in principle applied for these two classes of radial functions, by taking into consideration the associated continuous symbol. The challenge concerns the case of MQ radial functions where the symbol s(x, y) is discontinuous at x = 0, y = 0 (it diverges to +∞), but it seems to be a smooth function in the rest of the domain. However, the asymptotical spectral behavior of Toeplitz sequences is well understood far beyond the continuous setting, since the symbol is required to be simply Lebesgue integrable.
Analysis of the conditioning and of the extremal spectrum
With reference to Subsection 3.1 and in particular to equation (13), we observe that s(x) is a smooth positive function (see [9] ). Therefore, when applying Theorem 1, instead of inf and sup we can use min and max. More in detail, in [9] the ratio ρ(g) = max s(x)/ min s(x) and its asymptotic estimate γ(g) have been computed (see (14) ), in the case of MQ, IMQ, and Gaussian function, respectively. We observe that the asymptotic estimates are very precise even for small values of g. However the main interest relies in the evaluation of the actual condition number of T n = T n (s).
In Table I we compare the values of γ(g) with the actual condition numbers of the Toeplitz matrices T n , for several values of n in the case g = 1, g = 2, respectively. It is interesting to point out that for IMQ and for the Gaussian with g = 2 the values of µ(T n ) are far from the asymptotic estimate γ(g), even for moderately large values of n.
The explanation relies completely in Theorem 1. Indeed the conditioning is given by
with c 1 and c 2 positive constants independent of n. Hence the approximation max s(x)/ min s(x) is numerically accurate when min s(x) is far away from zero, but it is not correct when, for larger values of g, the minimum of s(x) exponentially approaches zero.
In that case a more reasonable approximation is given by
i.e., by approximating min s(x) with zero and by neglecting the term c 1 /n 2 since max s(x) is positive and dominating. In reality the columns labeled by g = 2 in Table I, for IMQ and Gaussian, show exactly the predicted growth: when the size n doubles, the value of the conditioning grows by a factor 4, which is coherent with the given guess of an asymptotic growth proportional to n 2 .
The previous analysis has shown that for g = 2 and IMQ or Gaussian symbols the growth of the conditioning do depend on n by the formula n 2 ·max s(x)/c 2 (see (16) and its approximation (17)). However, when g becomes larger than 2, the surprise is that we observe another change in the picture. The conditioning becomes extreme: we really appreciate the exponential growth of max s(x) min s(x) , but there is no longer dependency on n. How to explain this phenomenon? The reason relies again in formula (16) . In fact for larger g since the point of minimum is unique we recall that Kac, Murdoch, and Szegö [27] gave the expression of c 2 as the second derivative of s in the minimum point which has to be positive by local convexity. Therefore the explanation of the latter phenomenon could be given in terms of c 2 = c 2 (g): if c 2 (g) is positive but rapidly converging to zero as a function of g, then the quantity max s(x) min s(x) really captures the conditioning of T n . In other words, the observed behavior can be explained again by formula (16), but we need to show that at the minimum point, which is 0.5 for MQ and the origin for IMQ and Gaussian, not only the first derivative is zero but the second derivative is a very small positive number. Unfortunately, the latter statement is completely false in the IMQ and Gaussian setting, while the desired behavior is observed for the MQ radial basis functions (see also Figure 1 Tables II tend to zero very fast with g (look at the values for g ≥ 2). Hence it becomes evident that x = 0.5 is a further point of local minimum (numerically global) with the desired features.
In reality, the value of the second derivative at x = 0.5 in our setting shows that c 2 (g), as a function of g, rapidly collapses to zero exponentially and therefore for larger g, the expression in the denominator min s(x) + c 2 /n 2 can be approximated by min s(x) since c 2 collapses to zero as min s(x) but the division by n 2 makes it negligible. Furthermore, the quantity max s(x) − c 1 /n 2 can be approximated as usual by max s(x), since this maximum is always well separated from zero. In conclusion in the present setting, for g ≥ 3, the true approximation of the conditioning is given by max s(x)/ min s(x) which is extremely high with respect to g, but essentially constant with respect to n. The analysis given so far is confirmed also numerically (see Tables III-V for the 1D case; similar results are obtained in the 2D case as well). More in detail, the tables report spectral conditioning (µ), the minimal eigenvalue (λ min ), and the maximal eigenvalue (λ max ) of the Toeplitz matrix. We note that for g = 2 and IMQ or Gaussian functions, µ = µ(T n ) grows about quadratically with respect to the size n of the linear system. In the other cases, the same quantity grows exponentially with respect to g but is practically constant as a function of n. Clearly, for g = 3 and IMQ or Gaussian functions, we have again a small growing of µ with respect to n since the eigenvalues of T n vary continuously in g.
Remark 5.
As n tends to infinity, the values of minimal and maximal eigenvalues tend to given values. These quantities can be considered an accurate approximation of the extremal values (infimum and supremum) of the symbol. The only exception is observed in the 2D case for MQ radial basis functions where, as n doubles also the value of the maximal eigenvalue approximately doubles. This exceptional behavior is not a surprise since the symbol defined in the present case is unbounded at x = 0 or y = 0 (see the end of Subsection 3.2). Indeed for n = m and setting the real size of the matrix T n is N = n 2 , λ max (T n ) grows as N 0.52 . The latter fully agrees with the Riemann-Lebegue lemma (see [7] ) for which we expect λ max (T n ) = o(N ). Therefore we have an indication that the related symbol s is Lebesgue integrable in Q 2 and that 
Spectral distribution of the complete matrix-sequence
In Section 4 we have studied in some detail the matrices T n = T n (s) However the real collocation matrix is a rank 2 correction of T n in the case of d = 1 and is a rank 2m correction when d = 2 and m = n 1 = n 2 . Moreover by the Szegö distribution result in (4) we know that {T n (s)} ∼ λ (s, Q d ) with Q = (0, 1) and d = 1, 2. Now by exploiting Theorem 4 we would like to deduce the same distribution result for the real sequences {A n } arising in dD RBF collocation when d = 1, 2. The latter amounts in proving that the trace norm of the correction divided by the size of the matrix tends to zero as n tends to infinity (in the 2D case we assume just for simplicity that n 1 = n 2 ).
We start by considering the one-dimensional setting. Denoting by B n the rank 2 correction matrix associated with the boundary conditioning and c the shape parameter, we fix s 1 = √ λ 1 and s 2 = √ λ 2 the only nonzero singular values of B n , where λ 1 and λ 2 are the only nonzero eigenvalues of B n B T n . We recall that in our setting B n 1 = s 1 + s 2 with h = 1/(n + 1) and c = g/(n + 1), where · 1 is the Schatten 1 norm given by the sum of all singular values (see Theorem 4) . Indeed the only nontrivial block of B n B T n is a 2-by-2 circulant matrix
We consider now in detail the three basis separately.
MQ: We find
.
IMQ: Using the second order accurate trapezoidal rule with mesh width 1 for the integral
we have that
Similarly, we observe
and thus B n 1 = O n . Without repeating the details, we just observe that the very same calculations give the desired bounds also for d = 2.
Finally, a plain application of Theorem 4 leads to
, that is the same spectral distribution of the Toeplitz counterpart, i.e. {T n (s)}. Furthermore, by invoking Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.5 in [23] , the complex set given by the open ball centered in the range of s with radius ǫ n = B n ≤ B n 1 ≤ 2 B n contains all the eigenvalues of T n (s) for every n.
Preconditioning and numerical experiments
We propose several preconditioning strategies and we will show how to use in a practical sense the spectral estimates proposed so far for the choice of the best techniques. Indeed, we will show that the choice of the preconditioner depends on the condition number of T n that can be estimated by employing the theoretical tools developed in the previous sections.
Firstly, we apply the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) to solve the linear system where the coefficient matrix is the Toeplitz matrix T n generated by the symbols associated to the considered choices MQ, IMQ, and Gaussian. We consider only the Toeplitz part of the coefficient matrix because the low-rank correction induced by the boundary conditions can be ignored since the spectral feature are decided by the Toeplitz component, as proved in Section 5. Finally, we provide some results for the complete case where also the boundary conditions are imposed. In such case the preconditioned GMRES or the CG for the preconditioned least square problem is used instead of the PCG, since the coefficient matrix is not longer symmetric and, in some cases, numerically singular.
The reported tables furnish the iteration count for reaching the preassigned accuracy. The symbol # indicates that the requested accuracy is not obtained. The desired tolerance is 10
in all the numerics. The data vector is the vector of all ones.
Numerical experiments in 1D
We fix 3000 iterations as the maximum number of PCG steps and test several classes of preconditioners. Tables VI-VIII we provide the number of iterations requested by the PCG method with preconditioner chosen in the given algebra: we emphasize the dependency on the matrix size n when the shape parameter c is fixed. We also report the spectral condition number µ(T n ) and the iteration count for the pure CG without any preconditioning. For the Gaussian case the values of c are chosen smaller due to the higher ill-conditioning of the involved matrices.
Algebra preconditioners For each of the considered functions (MQ, IMQ, and Gaussian), in
With "opt" and "nat" we denote the optimal and the natural preconditioner, respectively [20] . Let M = {Q n D n Q H n | D n is a diagonal matrix} be the matrix algebra diagonalized by the unitary transform Q n . A noteworthy example is that of the circulant algebra where Q n is the Fourier transform, in such case we denote M by C. The optimal preconditioner of a matrix A is defined as the unique minimizer of the functional B → F A (B) ≡ B − A F , where · F is the Frobenius norm (Schatten 2 norm or equivalently the l 2 norm of the vector of singular values; see [6] ) and where B ranges in the vector space M, having the structure of algebra. When A = T n (s), the diagonal matrix D n can be seen as the sampling of a linear positive operator approximating s. Furthermore, the natural preconditioner of T n (s) is defined case by case, depending on the given algebra, and usually the matrix D n can be regarded as a sampling of (a slight variation of) the Fourier approximation of s. In the circulant context, the optimal preconditioner was explicitly defined by Tony Chan in [17] , while the natural one was introduced by Gilbert Strang in [41] and we refer to these papers for the explicit construction. In the case of a real symbol s, a further algebra of interest is the τ algebra [8] , also known as DST-I. It is the algebra of matrices diagonalized by the orthogonal discrete sine transform of Numer. Linear Algebra Appl. 2000; 00:1-6 Prepared using nlaauth.cls 
), i, j = 1, . . . , n. Such preconditioners are quite effective, especially when the conditioning is not too bad. As expected from the analysis in [34] , the best results are observed when using the τ algebra with special reference to the natural preconditioner. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that each step of the PCG with τ preconditioning is less expensive than with circulant preconditioning since we can use only real arithmetic. Concerning the circulant preconditioning, the Raymond Chan preconditioner [13] is very effective while the superoptimal [44] could be even worse than no preconditioning (this is not a real surprise due to recent results in the literature, see [19] and references therein).
Band Toeplitz preconditioners
We now consider the band Toeplitz preconditioning obtained using the Fourier series of degree r or the Cesaro sum again of degree r [7] . The preconditioner shows the form T n (p r ) with p r (x) = α 0 + 2 r k=1 α k cos(kx), and α k = c k in the Fourier case and α k = r−k r c k in the case of Cesaro averaging. The solution of a band linear system with bandwidth 2r + 1 has a computational cost of O(r 2 n) with standard Gaussian elimination; under mild assumptions, such a cost can be reduced when using multigrid to O(rn) or even more by using sophisticated cyclic reduction schemes. In any case, choosing r = O(log(n)) the cost of a single PCG step amounts to Fourier Cesaro n r = 6 r = ⌈2 log 2 (n)⌉ r = 6 r = ⌈2 log 2 (n)⌉ 200  9  4  13  9  400  1483  474  115  61  600  #  #  1329  651  800  #  #  #  #  1000 # # # # Table X . Band Toeplitz preconditioners for IMQ, number of PCG iterations for c = 10
Fourier Cesaro n r = 6 r = ⌈2 log 2 (n)⌉ r = 6 r = ⌈2 log 2 (n)⌉ Fourier Cesaro n r = 6 r = ⌈2 log 2 (n)⌉ r = 6 r = ⌈2 log 2 (n)⌉  200  2  2  14  10  400  3  2  48  32  600  92  2  220  119  800  #  2  #  #  1000 # 348 # # O(n log 2 (n)). In the numerics in Tables IX-XI , we report the numerical results for two choices of the band-parameter r. More specifically we set r = 6 in the first case and r = ⌈2 log 2 (n)⌉ in the second case. We observe that, thanks to the positivity of f , T n (p r ) is always positive definite when the Cesaro averaging is employed, while the positivity (and even the nonsingularity) is not guaranteed when using the Fourier partial sum.
The Cesaro approximation is quite effective for any choice of the RBFs, even if better results are obtained by the algebra preconditioning. The Fourier approximation is sometimes not a good choice due to potential singularity of non definiteness. For the Gaussian case, if the band is large enough, then the results are excellent since the Fourier coefficients have a fast decay (see the analysis in [34, 30] ). Indeed, while for MQ and IMQ the logarithmic growth does not imply substantial advantages, for the Gaussian basis we observe that the number of iterations is equal to 2 independently of n (see Table XI ).
Mixed preconditioners
In general, when the condition number is larger than 10 5 , the previous techniques start to suffer. However, by combining band and algebra matrices Fourier Cesaro n r = 6 r = ⌈2 log 2 (n)⌉ r = 6 r = ⌈2 log 2 (n)⌉ 200 # 9  #  #  400  59  88  469  923  600  28  28  24  25  800  32  23  33  31  1000  30  21  33 32 Fourier Cesaro n r = 6 r = ⌈2 log 2 (n)⌉ r = 6 r = ⌈2 log 2 (n)⌉ 200  48  51  48  48  400  38  38  38  38  600  33  34  34  34  800  25  22  29  29  1000  26  21  27  26 (see [14, 35, 28] ) we are able to propose effective preconditioners. Moreover such mixed techniques have good performances especially in the case of high ill-conditioning. We define a preconditioner of the form C n (h)T n (p r )C n (h) where C n (h) is the natural (Strang) circulant preconditioner associated to h = f /p r and where p r is chosen as in Subsection 6.1.2, see [28] . The related results are reported in Tables XII-XIV. In that setting, quite surprisingly, the circulant approach seems more effective than that associated with the τ algebra. With regard to the implementation, since the Fourier coefficients of h cannot be given in general in close form, we employed a trapezoidal rule and FFT computations. For avoiding breakdown due to division by zero, we have set any value to v = 2.2204 × 10 −16 if the value at hand is less in modulus than v.
Mixed preconditioner shows very good performances especially when the conditioning is high. On the other hand, the choice of the band part (Fourier or Cesaro, r fixed or growing as log(n)) does not seem important for the convergence speed. Again the only exception, due to the fast decay of the Fourier coefficients, is the case of the Gaussian basis. In Table XIV , we notice that the use of the Fourier series with logarithmic growing degree is especially effective from a numerical viewpoint.
As a conclusion, we can propose an algorithmic strategy. The first step is to estimate theoretically the conditioning of the involved matrices using the tools introduced in the previous sections. If its value is less than 10 5 , then it is convenient to choose a pure natural τ preconditioner. Otherwise the mixed preconditioner with the Fourier series for the band part and the natural circulant choice for the algebra part could be advocated.
Numerical experiments in 2D
In the two-dimensional setting, we consider optimal and natural preconditioners in the circulant algebra. In such case the natural preconditioner is known in literature as Strang Fourier Cesaro n r = 6 r = ⌈2 log 2 (n)⌉ r = 6 r = ⌈2 log 2 (n)⌉  200  2  2  316  442  400  51  2  39  39  600  37  2  35  35  800  26  2  27  27  1000  18  14  19  18 preconditioner. We compare block circulant (BC) and block circulant with circulant blocks (BCCB) preconditioners (see [16, 15] ). The computational cost for solving a linear system with BCCB amounts to O(N log(N )), with N = n 1 n 2 , that is the cost of the two-level FFT for the first and the third preconditioner. For BC the situation is different since the blocks are considered without structure so that the cost is O(N n 1 log(n 2 )). However, more sophisticated techniques could be used in this case to invert Toeplitz blocks.
In principle two-level band preconditioners are not as easy to handle as in the one-level setting. When using block Gaussian Elimination the cost grows as N n 2 2 and the same holds while using the standard Gaussian Elimination for band structures. On the other hand, the use of specialized multigrid techniques amounting in a linear cost of O(n 1 + n 2 ) can make these preconditioners especially appealing: the drawback is that multigrid procedures are never straightforward to implement. Alternatively, one may consider a rank 1 approximation obtained from the real stencil via TSVD: this idea very popular in the image restoration setting leads to the best Frobenius norm approximation of given preassigned rank [26] . More precisely, we have to deal with a preconditioner in tensor form i.e. of the form C ⊗ R: the related linear systems can be plainly solved by decoupling. In other words we have to solve n 2 one-level Toeplitz linear systems of size n 1 and n 1 one-level Toeplitz linear systems of size n 2 . In conclusion the cost will be O(N (n 1 + n 2 )), which is competitive with that needed for treating BC systems. In addition, if we solve the one-level Toeplitz systems by exploiting the techniques emphasized in the previous section, then we obtain PCG methods sharing the same asymptotic cost. Furthermore, a mixed technique can be obtained by combining the rank 1 approximation with one of matrix algebra preconditioners.
In Tables XV-XVII we show the iteration count when increasing the matrix dimensions and by considering all the basic RBFs discussed so far. The maximal allowed number of iterations is fixed as 1000. The results for BCCB Strang preconditioner are not reported since they are not competitive with those related to the BCCB optimal preconditioner.
The results are not as good as in the one-level case. A reason relies in a structural difficulty emphasized in a series of negative results (e.g. spectral equivalence and strong clustering are impossible to achieve, see [39, 29] and references therein). Moreover, the MQ case is the most difficult to treat because we observe simultaneously very small eigenvalues and large eigenvalues since the function goes from zero to infinity (refer to Remark 5 where it is noted that the symbol is unbounded at x = 0 or y = 0). However, as in the 1D case, if the estimated condition number is small, then the BCCB preconditioning should be used, otherwise the BC preconditioning or the rank 1 approximation have to be preferred. Indeed, when solving the preconditioned linear system, even if the latter strategies require a slightly higher computational cost with sequences could be the same while the conditioning could be very different. In our context, we can claim that {T n } establishes the essential conditioning of {A n }, whose extreme eigenvalues could behave in a wild, irregular way. In that sense the analysis of the Toeplitz part is very instructive for designing good methods, working also for the complete linear systems. Indeed, in Table XVIII , we see that for the 1D case and the IMQ basis µ(A n ) ≈ 10 15 independently of n. Similar results hold also for the MQ and Gaussian basis. In particular, for the Gaussian basis A n is singular and the eigenvalue zero has multiplicity two. More in detail, in the 1D case A n is a rank two modification of T n and the rank two correction affects only the behavior of the 2 extremal eigenvalues/singular values for all the considered basis. Moreover, this implies that using T n as preconditioner for A n the preconditioned GMRES or the preconditioned CGLS converges in about two iterations. It should be noted that the use of the Sherman-MorrisonWoodbury formula [24] could be also be considered: given A ∈ C m×m and U, V ∈ C m×k , the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula reads as
In our case A = T n is the Toeplitz part and k = 2, m = n for d = 1, and 4n, m = n 2 for d = 2. However, for the sake of completeness, in Table XIX we apply the preconditioners that give the best results in Tables VI and VII for MQ and IMQ directly to A n (in both cases we have numerical singularity of the coefficient matrix due to the boundary conditions). From Table  XIX , we note that if the estimated µ(T n ) is not large then A n can be preconditioned directly with the optimal or natural τ algebra preconditioner. On the other hand, if µ(T n ) is large, it is better to use T n as preconditioner and to solve the linear system with T n as in Subsection 6.1. For the Gaussian basis we have similar results and also the mixed preconditioners of Table XIV , if the band is large enough. In the 2D case the coefficient matrix A n is a rank 2n 1 modification of its Toeplitz part T n , for n 1 = n 2 . This implies that using T n as preconditioner for A n the GMRES of the CGLS converge in about 2n 1 iterations. Therefore, in Table XX we apply the preconditioners discussed in Subsection 6.2 directly to the complete matrix A n for the Gaussian basis. According to the previous observation, the number of iterations grows like O(n 1 ). For small values of if µ(T n ) the BCCB preconditioner is to prefer, while if µ(T n ) is large is to prefer the rank 1 preconditioner.
Conclusions
In the first part of this paper we have recalled the main tools used to prove our result, more specifically, general spectral properties of Toeplitz matrix-sequences generated by a symbol. By using these known facts, we have given a theoretical explanation of some numerics reported in [9] and we have proposed and discussed a more complete picture as g increases and as n increases. More precisely, we have analyzed both the one-level and the two-level case and we have studied the problem from the point of view of extremal spectral values (conditioning) and from the viewpoint of global distribution results. Such analysis gives useful information for the choice of the preconditioner. In this way, we have considered several classical and new preconditioning techniques, giving also practical indications for the more effective choice of the preconditioner according to the current setting (choice of RBF and of the shape parameter, conditioning and matrix size, 1D or 2D). The numerical results have confirmed the effectiveness of some of the proposed choices.
There are several theoretical points to be completed, like the smoothness of the symbols in a multidimensional setting. Moreover, the numerics give some important indications to be proved theoretically, while the analysis presented in this paper could be extended to other applications of the theory of radial functions, like interpolation or other kind of PDEs.
Moreover, our spectral analysis and preconditioning strategies are considered only for equally spaced grid, but we believe that this is a first step to reach more general results for almost any kind of discretization grids.
A further observation concerns some similarities observed between the present type of matrices and that arising in the solution of fist kind Fredholm equations. Indeed, the collective behavior of the symbols s(x) = s g (x) as a function of the parameter g is very interesting and gives indications on the ill-posed nature of the linear systems arising from the RBF approximation. In reality, while the RBF interpolation is well-posed, finding the expansion coefficients {v j } n+1 j=0 in (12) in the RBF interpolation is ill-posed, see p. 133 in [21] . Indeed as g grows the function flattens to zero in most of the domain with the exception of a smaller and smaller interval close to x = 0. This means that the high and middle frequency eigenvectors are related to extremely small eigenvalues and that the size of the degenerating eigenspace is very large. This is exactly what happens in the case of deconvolution problems: in that case the presence of high frequency noise makes the problem very difficult so that it is necessary resorting to a regularizing process. Here we are in the PDE world and therefore the problem given by the noise may result less important. Moreover we can give at this point a quantitative statement concerning the size of the degenerating eigenspace. The first observation is that s g (x) > 0 and for any positive δ Hence, as a consequence of the Szegö distribution results, not only an extreme ill-conditioning arises (exponential as a function of g independent of n), but this ill-conditioning is associated with a subspace of increasing dimension. In fact, by looking at Figures 1 and 2 we observe lim n→∞ #{λ > δ} n d = µ{x ∈ Q d : s g (x) > δ} → g→∞ 0, at least for d = 1, 2. We think that the behavior described so far is confirmed as for a generic value of d, but this will be the subject of future investigations.
